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Abstract
Turkey holds a special place in one of the most strategic regions in the world and
connects the European and Asian continents. It also has important advantages in
terms of commercial activities thanks to naval transportation facilities to the North
African countries. Despite the geographical advantages, its trade with the
neighboring countries has remained limited up to early 2000s. One of the primary
reasons for this lack of improved trade is the failure in the Turkish foreign policy to
focus on the Middle Eastern countries due to its traditional policy of
Westernization. Since the remarkable changes in the identity of Turkish foreign
policy and adoption of the zero-problem policy with the neighboring countries,
trading activities have intensified and Turkey has improved its economic relations
with the Islamic countries in the last decade. The global economic crisis that erupted
in 2007 in the US has influenced almost the entire European continent whereas its
impacts have remained limited upon Turkey thanks to its improved ties with the
Middle Eastern countries. However, the developments associated with the Arab
Spring process have led to serious criticisms towards the zero-problem policy.
Turkey has been negatively influenced by the process as evidenced in the decline in
the volume of trade with these countries. The trajectory of the developments in the
years to come remains unclear. However, the general conviction tells that the people
will become more assertive and decisive in the political stage in Arab countries and
this will boost economic demand in the region, serving the economic interests of
Turkey. This study examines the impacts of the zero-problem policy upon Turkey’s
economic relations with the Islamic countries and further analyzes the economic
consequences of the future political developments.
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1. Introduction
Since late period of the Ottoman Empire, Turkey has been impressed by the
economic development in the Western countries; in consideration of this, Turkey has
adopted a policy of Westernization in an attempt to attain similar economic success
and performance. The young republic which turned to the Western world in an effort
to benefit from its technological and economic advantages maintained loose relations
with the Islamic countries despite historical and cultural ties. The weakened political
relations also led to decline in the economic relations as well. However, advanced
Western states have huge amount of trade with their neighboring countries. They
even create regional and international trading blocs and zones to improve the
economic and trade ties.
Up to early 2000s, the trade with the neighboring countries, particularly the
Arab and Islamic countries has remained limited. Even the border trade with the
Islamic countries, rich of global energy and raw material resources, was limited.
Turkey which has been trying to improve its relations with the neighboring countries
in recent years has taken significant steps to enhance the commercial relations. Visa
requirements were lifted with many Arab countries; measures were taken to enhance
the tires with the peoples in the region. This change in the foreign policy style
influenced the trade volume with these countries. The EU countries hold an
important place in Turkey’s exports. Half of the exports is made to these countries.
The economic uncertainty in the EU zone becomes a graver issue, raising serious
doubts on the viability of the EU as one of the most important successes in the
history of global integration. The EU countries are currently experiencing serious
political and economic problems(Ustaoğlu, 2013). It does not seem possible that they
would preserve their common currency and adopt a common fiscal policy in the near
future. The ongoing recession in the EU negatively affects Turkish economy. On the
other hand, the Arab Spring that started with the popular uprising in Tunisia and
Egypt remains the biggest obstacle before achievement of stability in the Middle East.
The uprisings which led to regime changes in many Islamic countries revealed the
fault lines between the communities in these countries.
The recent developments that concern Turkish foreign policy including the
growing tension with Israel, the situation in Syria and the worsened relations with
Azerbaijan raise discussions and questions on the effectiveness of the zero-problem
policy approach. It is apparent that the ongoing political instability will inevitably
influence the economic relations as well.
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2. Literature Review
2.1 Turkey’s Political Relations with the Neighboring Islamic Countries
Turkey’s political relations with the neighboring Islamic states have historically
been timid. It could be argued that Turkey’s Western orientation in the Cold war era
was the main reason for Turkey’s indifference to the Islamic world and the MENA
region(Çakmak & Güneysu, 2013). This state of indifference could be linked to the
security concerns that Turkey held back then. These concerns could only be
addressed by involvement in Western institution and alliance. As a result of this
choice, Turkey generally remained reluctant to interact with the neighboring states.
However, this started to change in the 2000s for several reasons. The primary
reason is the radical change in the priorities and content of Turkish foreign policy.
This change does not refer to an axis of change; but it is of course visible that Turkey
has adopted a new style of policy which now recognizes the importance of its near
abroad and of the Islamic world as well. Another reason for this change is Turkey’s
ambition to broaden its set of relations. In the new approach, Turkey understands
that it is important to act as a strong state that is able to mediate in the regional
problems and also have good relations with the West at the same time. As a result of
this new approach, the neighboring states gained importance in Turkish foreign
policy. This led to strong ties of friendship and cooperation in many fields.
2.2 Zero Problem Policy
The zero problem policy seeks to change the mutual perceptions between
Turkey and its neighbors in respect to security threats and concerns. A similar pattern
is being followed in the policies devised in line with this overall goal and purpose. For
this reason, joint cabinet meetings were held with the participation of Turkish
delegation and the respective neighboring state representatives.
The joint cabinet meetings as well as the high level cooperation councils
created in the relations with the neighboring states could be seen as ambitious steps to
change the mutual perceptions held by the two parties in respect to the threats posed
by each other and replace them with a new perception of cooperation and friendship
in the field of diplomacy, politics and economy(Abramowitz & Barkey, 2009).
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In case this is achieved, the complex bilateral issues will also be resolved
eventually. This is the overall idea of the zero problem policy(Kirişçi, 2011).
At this point, the psychological impact of such attempts upon the
administrators of the neighboring states is pretty important. To this end, no particular
attention is paid to specific bilateral issues in the type of relationship that emerged
around this pattern because it is obvious that problem-oriented approach has not
obviously worked properly. Unlike this traditional and conventional approach, a new
style seeking to build confidence and focusing on common economic interests is
being devised within the framework of zero problem policy. This has been the main
difference and new item in the Turkish foreign policy in the new era(Abramowitz &
Barkey, 2009).
The zero problem policy should be evaluated from this perspective. Of
course, this approach does not seek to resolve the problems by focusing on the
problems themselves. On the contrary, this seeks to achieve a serious and dramatic
transformation in the bilateral relationships with respect to the content of the external
relations through confidence-building measures and moves that would address the
current threat perceptions.
2.3 Turkey’s Economic Relations with the Neighboring Islamic Countries
The introduction of zero problem policy has been extremely influential in the
foreign policy making in Turkey. By virtue of the change associated with this new
style of policy making, Turkey’s relations have gone through radical transformation.
This has been particularly visible in the economic relations with the neighboring
countries. The announcement of zero problem policy has been promising for many
states in the area; the policy has built confidence between Turkey and the neighboring
countries. This was reflected in the change of the composition of the economic
relations and in the increased amount of foreign trade volume between Turkey and its
neighbors. The impact of the zero problem policy upon Turkey’s economic relations
with the neighboring states has been radical (Abramowitz & Barkey, 2009).
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While the EU has been the main foreign trade partner of Turkey up until
2000s, this started to change in the aftermath of the introduction of the zero problem
policy and Turkey’s opening to the Middle East. The overall share of the Middle East
states in Turkey’s foreign trade has dramatically increased in the period where the zero
problem policy has been implemented whereas the share of the EU has visibly
declined. Even though this could be partly attributed to the economic crisis in the EU
region, the influence of the zero problem policy should also be acknowledged.
The business associations and private sector players have been the major
drivers in the change where Turkey’s trade with the MENA countries has increased.
However, the role of the state in this change should also be considered for analytical
purposes. The state created high level cooperation councils that would facilitate
interaction between players from different backgrounds in both Turkey and the
neighboring states.
3. Methodology and Data Collection
3.1. Research Goal
The purpose of this study is to examine Turkey’s foreign policy vis-à-vis the
neighboring Islamic countries in recent years and analyze the reflections of this
foreign policy style upon economic relations. The period between 1992 and 2011 will
be empirically tested. Due to lack of data on the foreign trade volume of neighboring
Islamic countries of Turkey, only quarterly terms were included in the tests.
3.2. Data Collection
The statistical data used was collected mainly through internet sources: the
Turkish governments’ official statistical webpage TurkStat (Turkey’s import and
export to the Azerbaijan. Iran and Syria quarterly period of 1992-2011), The World
Bank (Real GDP growth of Turkey, Iran, Azerbaijan and Syria quarterly period of
1992-2011) and Central Bank of Turkey (Turkey’s foreign trade volume and real GDP
growth quarterly period of 1992-2011) web data catalogs.
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3.3.1 ADF Unit Root Test
The ADF unit root test results reveal that not all variables are static at level;
however, they are static at 5 pct of significance level at first different. It is observed
that all series are I(1) and that they are static at the same level.
Table 1. ADF Unit Root Test Results
Variables (H0 hypothesis)
TURX→ AZM
TURX→ AZX
TURX→ IRM
TURX → IRX
TURX → SURM
TURX→ SURX
TURM→ AZM
TURM→ AZX
TURM→ IRM
TURM→ IRX
TURM→ SURM
TURM → SURX

X2statistics
51.61
73.45
23.13
22.48
11.222
5.384
30.001
56.25
39.29
37.72
10.571
5.569

Prob
0.0000
0.0000
0.0052
0.0063
0.1540
0.6154
0.0008
0.0000
0.0001
0.0004
0.1831
0.5908

Result
Ho rejected
Ho rejected
Ho rejected
Ho rejected
Ho accepted
Ho accepted
Ho rejected
Ho rejected
Ho rejected
Ho rejected
Ho accepted
Ho accepted

Test results also tell that unit root should be considered because the TodaYamamoto test tests the causality in the series that static at the first degree; and there
is no need for co-integration between the series. For this reason, whether or not the
series are co-integrated is not investigated in the paper.
3.3.2 Toda-Yamamoto Causality Analysis
Toda-Yamamoto (1995) show that the result of this test used for the Granger
causality test may not be applicable since the traditional F-statistics cannot have
standard distribution in case where the series are not static in the system (Yavuz,
2006; Toda & Yamamoto, 1995).The causality relationship between the series was
first tested by the Granger (1969) causality test. Because the causality test developed
by Granger was implemented by Sims (1972), it was called Granger-Sims causality
test. It was observed that the Toda-Yamamoto (1995) enhanced the causality tests; it
has been popularly used in many articles and studies since then.
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In periods where Granger (1969) causality test was used, the level values of
the series were included in the models because no attention was paid to the notion of
static. However, many studies proved that most macroeconomic series were not static
at the level. On the other hand, Granger and Newbold (1974) show that in case the
series are processed in their non-static standing, fake regression problem may be
encountered and therefore the regression results may not show the reality.
The regression analyses run with the non-static time series may only reflect a
genuine relationship if there is a co-integration relationship between these series. F
test may be used in the testing of the causality in the error fixing model which is a
restricted VAR model. In this causality test developed by Engle and Granger (1987),
the condition that the series where causality relationship will be investigated should be
co-integrated makes this test dependent upon the co-integration tests.
Table 2. Toda-Yamamoto Causality Analysis Results
Variables (H0 hypothesis) X2statistics
Prob
TURX→ AZM
51.61
TURX→ AZX
73.45
TURX→ IRM
23.13
TURX → IRX
22.48
TURX → SURM
11.222
TURX→ SURX
5.384
TURM→ AZM
30.001
TURM→ AZX
56.25
TURM→ IRM
39.29
TURM→ IRX
37.72
TURM→ SURM
10.571
TURM → SURX
5.569

Result
0.0000
0.0000
0.0052
0.0063
0.1540
0.6154
0.0008
0.0000
0.0001
0.0004
0.1831
0.5908

Ho rejected
Ho rejected
Ho rejected
Ho rejected
Ho accepted
Ho accepted
Ho rejected
Ho rejected
Ho rejected
Ho rejected
Ho accepted
Ho accepted

The test results depicted at the table show that there is no causality between
Turkey’s exports and Syria’s imports and exports. In addition, there is no causality
relationship observed between Turkey’s imports and Syria’s imports and exports. The
political stability in 2000s had positive impacts upon Turkish economy. Turkey’s
competitiveness increased in the aftermath of the customs union agreement in 1996 in
international arena. The amount of exports to Iran and Azerbaijan has increased as a
result of the improved political relations. Iran and Azerbaijan have become visible
beneficiaries of the trade relations with Turkey because of oil and energy exports.
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Turkey’s energy need grows because of the growing industrial production;
Turkey acquires a substantial part of its energy materials from Iran and Azerbaijan.
The zero problem policy contributed to the transportation of the oil and natural gas
via the pipelines to the EU countries over Turkey. In the exports and imports with
Syria, a growth in parallel to the real GDP growth is observed. Syria has no oil or
natural gas resources. For this reason, the volatility in the global oil prices in 2000s
positively affected Iran and Azerbaijan whereas this did not lead to any contribution
to Syria’s economic performance. Despite overall increase in its foreign trade volume,
Turkey’s bilateral trade with Syria did not show a similar trend. The primary reason
for this is lack of import items in Syria that Turkey needs whereas Turkey does not
have a lot to export to Syria. The zero problem policy of Turkey has positively
affected the volume of trade with the neighboring countries up until the Arab Spring.
However, the recent political crisis with Syria will inevitably deteriorate the trade
relations between Turkey and Syria.
In 1995, Toda and Yamamoto developed a causality test by using the VAR
model whose delay was enhanced. There was no co-integration relationship between
the series in this test; however, it was sufficient to know the degree of the maximum
integration level of the variables in the model and to identify the model properly. In
this study, the bilateral trade between Turkey and its neighboring countries including
Azerbaijan, Iran and Syria were investigated. The trade relations between Turkey and
Iraq were suspended due to the embargo imposed after the Gulf War; for this reason,
the bilateral trade volume with this country was considered zero and was not included
in the scope of the study. In this study, Granger (1969) and Toda-Yamamoto (1995)
causality tests were used to analyse the relationship between the imports and exports,
and the size of foreign trade. Granger causality is sensitive at the static level of the
series. Unless series are I(0), it does not yield to effective results. The TodaYamamoto test, on the other hand, is applicable regardless of the static levels of the
series. For this reason, it is pretty useful and suitable.
The following equations may be taken as bases in the Toda-Yamamoto (1995)
causality test:
k
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As evidenced by the equations above, expanded VAR equations were
obtained by addition of expanded lags to the standard VAR equations. In this way, for
the causality test, a VAR model at the degree of k
dmax can be estimated. Here,
k refers to the optimal lag length of the estimated VAR model whereas dmaxto the
maximum integration level of the variables in the model, in other words, to the
maximum static level.
One important feature of this method offered by Toda and Yamamoto is that
pre-estimation tests like unit root and co-integration were not necessary. In this case,
the risk in connection with the error in identifying the integration level on the
estimation of the model is minimized.
The following causality hypotheses are obtained by using the equations (1) and (2):
For equation (1);
H0hypothesis: 1i = 0 (X is not cause of Y)
Hahypothesis: 1i 0 (X is cause of Y)
For equation (2);
H0hypothesis: 1i = 0 (Y is not cause of X)
Hahypothesis: 1i 0 (Y is cause of X)
Here, a standard Wald test is applied by neglecting the coefficients
corresponding to the lags added to the optimal lag length. The Wald test is calculated
as follows:

W

SSRR  SSRUR
SSRUR / n

If the calculated X2statistics is greater than table value or the prob value is
smaller than the significance level, the zero hypothesis is rejected. In this case, there is
causality relationship between two variables. Its graphic depiction is X
Y
andXvariable is the cause ofY.
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The stages of the test take place as follows:
- First, the series are subjected to the static (unit root) test. From this, the highest
level of integration level of the series (dmax) is obtained.
- At the second stage, standard VAR analysis is run. The lag which displays normal
distribution without auto-correlation and changed variance is identified as optimal
lag. This lag is referred to as “k” in the literature.
- At the third stage, “k+ dmax” delayed expanded VAR model is predicted.
Finally, causality tests are run via the expanded lag VAR model. The
coefficients in thecausality analysis are subjected to the Wald test. However, not all
coefficients but the coefficients of the standard VAR model are subjected to the
WALD test. X2statistics and the prob value are calculated.
Conclusion
The 1990s are referred to as wasted years in Turkey due to many chronic
political and economic problems and their repercussions. The public investments
stopped; huge problems were experienced with the neighbors; and economic crises
erupted because of the populist policies in connection with political problems and
political instability. No political stability was achieved in the 1990s; and Turkey was
governed by coalition governments. Because these governments acted like short term
election administrations, no strong measures that would be proper for long term
were taken to address prominent political and economic problems. This led to grave
economic crises in following years. The financial crisis in 2001 has been particularly
disruptive and harmful to Turkish economy; in the first election held after the crisis,
the political parties represented in the government were unable to gain
representation in the parliament. The most important development that affected
Turkey’s economic performance in the 1990s was the customs union agreement
signed in 1996. By this agreement, the national economy started to renew its industry
and production items and went through a process of structural change. Even though
many firms have experienced serious problems at the beginning in respect to the
strong competitiveness, they have gone through a process of transformation from
labor-intensive production to capital-intensive production thanks to technology
transfer. Many exporting sectors of Turkey have achieved structural transformation
and accomplished high level of efficiency and productivity. The increased
productivity and efficiency enhanced competitiveness and increased the amount of
exports.
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The textile sector, one of the most important export sectors in the 1990s, was
replaced by the automotive sector in 2000s.
For Turkey, the general elections in 2002 represented a turning point. The
single party administration that won a landslide election in the election maintained
political stability; this facilitated the decision making that was extremely important
and relevant to the identification of economic problems vital for the national
economy. Thanks to the strong measures, the amount of exports increased to $135
billion in 2007. The crisis in 2007 negatively affected the United States and the
European Union; Turkey barely experienced the impacts of the crisis thanks to the
opening to the new markets in foreign trade.
Turkey which had minimal interaction with the neighboring countries in
2000s; as a result, the level of foreign trade with these states remained at low levels.
However, in the aftermath of the zero problem policy with the neighboring
countries, the size of foreign trade with these countries rose as a result of bilateral
trade agreements. Iran and Azerbaijan, net exporters of oil and natural gas, were
positively influenced by the fluctuations in the energy prices and price increases in
these commodities. For this reason, the contribution by the partnership agreements
with these two countries has been great to the bilateral trade with Turkey. It is
observed that the demand for the Turkish goods in these countries has been on rise
in the last decade. Turkey’s neighboring countries face serious political and economic
problems. Turkey is the most stable and economically strongest state in the region.
For this reason, Turkey’s foreign trade volume with the neighboring countries has
been on the rise.
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